
  

 
 
 

SecurID Governance and Lifecycle  
7.5.2 Patch 04 Release Notes 
 What’s New 

 The following sections describe the new features and improvements in version 7.5.2 P04 

Feature What’s New 

AFX Server 

ACM-113935 

On patch or version upgrade of SecurID Governance & Lifecycle Cloud, any 
Remote AFX Server on Windows must be upgraded automatically. 

Note: AFX Server on Windows is only supported for SecurID Governance & 
Lifecycle Cloud. 

AFX Install 

ACM-113840 

Remove the text 'Agent' from all (four) batch files related to AFX Server on 
Windows installation and startup scripts.  All the AFX services start mode is 
configured as Manual. 

Note: AFX Server on Windows is only supported for SecurID Governance & 
Lifecycle Cloud. 

Rules 

ACM-113801 

A dialog, with multiple links for different types of entitlement selection, is 
replaced by a tab-based dialog. The new dialog has a separate tab for each 
type of entitlement. 

Server Core 

ACM-110312 

The existing RSA-certified 1.2.17 log4j library is upgraded to 2.17.2v to fix 
various security flaws and vulnerabilities. 

Note: This upgrade does not impact the AFX module. It will continue to use 
RSA certified 1.2.17 library and will be upgraded in a future release/patch.  

Role Management 

ACM-112704 

Violation is not displayed when the request is raised for the new 
Entitlement. This occurs when multiple collectors are queued for the data 
collection and Rule Preprocessing is delayed until the last collector 
completes collecting the data. To resolve this issue, a new custom 
parameter "custom.ImmediateRulesPreProcessingForCollectors" is 
introduced. If it is set to True (the default value is False), it enables the 
"Immediate Rule PreProcessing" checkbox for all collectors (except Identity 
Collectors). If the "Immediate Rule PreProcessing" is enabled (default is 
unchecked or not enabled) for an individual collector, then Rule 
PreProcessing for that collector runs immediately after the collection. 

 
 Fixed Issues 

  Access Request 

 

Issue Description 

SF-02318451 

ACM-113725 

When users have the access to same Technical Role (TR) or Global Role 
(GR) from multiple Business Roles (BR), then the removal of TR or GR from 



  

SF-01834062 

ACM-112834 

SF-02318447 

ACM-113537 

SF-02273046 

ACM-112636 

one of the BR results in the removal of TR/GR from the user. The user in 
this scenario continues to have access to the TR/GR from the other BR. 

SF-01767712 

ACM-110590 

AFX was unable to update the state of the change item in IGL when the 
entitlements of deleted accounts were revoked. 

Change Requests and Workflow 

 

Issue Description 

SF-02316902 

ACM-113514 

ACM-113515 

Users who are Approvers (Supervisor, Supervisor-Delegate, and Application 
Owner) encountered an error when they clicked a hyperlink in the Change 
Request column of Approvals that were assigned to them. 

 

SF-02301090 

ACM-113245 

The password capture tool creates duplicate change requests. 

SF-02295433 

ACM-113129 

Approvals display workflow data after purging. 

SF-02294084 

ACM-113115 

When a workflow is created and the fulfillment node is renamed, then the 
fulfillment sub-processes of that change request are reflected under the 
‘Approval’ section and no fulfillment section is available for that change 
request. 

SF-02284071 

ACM-112945 

On the manual fulfillment form, a few unnecessary variables were displayed 
even when the "Show job level variable" option was unchecked in the 
fulfillment workflow. 

SF-02270904 

ACM-112870 

The Fulfillment phase called an out-of-path fulfillment phase workflow. 

SF-02261111 

ACM-112569 

Indirect items are not called for approval when grouping was done by 
Category. 

SF-02270419 

ACM-112562 

The customer received an error when a change request was created to 
terminate a user using webservice. 

SF-02266598 

ACM-112514 

The requests pending Technical Approval displayed a ‘WF stall’ error when 
the stall detection job was run.  

SF-02266581 

ACM-112513 

Object Name prefix settings were ignored when the change requests were 
created through ‘Rule’.  

SF-02251569 

ACM-112340 

When a user is added to a role, shared accounts are also added to the 
group. 

SF-02250049 

ACM-112304 

The Approval and Rejection response email had no space at the end of the 
sentence. 



  

SF-01828538 

ACM-112018 

File attachments to a request led to workflow nodes to function 
inaccurately. 

 
Collector 

Issue Description 

SF-02346944 

ACM-114169 

Generic REST collector did not receive accurate results in role memberships. 

 

Data Collection Processing and Management 

 

Issue Description 

SF-2348574 

 ACM-114217 

Database Collectors failed due to the Data Read Exception. 

SF-02318131 

ACM-113519 

Circuit breaker trips for multi-app account collector when one or more 
application no longer collects data 

 
Email 

 

Issue Description 

SF-2357305 

ACM-114510 

Unable to de-select a user from the "Send System Notifications To" user 
selection screen when the email setting was modified. 

 
Password Management 

 

Issue Description 

SF-02301005 

ACM-113335 

On the Password capture tool, input parameters such as User, and password 
values with XML special characters (such as ‘&’, ‘<’, ‘>’) for Synchronize 
password ChangeRequest are now supported. 

 
  Roles 

 

Issue Description 

SF-02352727 

ACM-114305 

When the user clicked Finish, the role was not reviewed completely and was 
ignored during sign-off as all the members and entitlements were reviewed 
earlier and no changes were performed. 

 
 

 

 

 



  

Role Management 

 

Issue Description 

SF-2330968 

ACM-113795 

Some records in T_AV_ROLE_MISSINGENTS are still available for roles that 
were deleted. 

SF-02311233 

ACM-113424 

When a customer copies an existing role with members and entitlements, 
then the copied role is not created with the member.  

 
 
UI 

Issue Description 

SF-02358926 

ACM-114512 

The JavaScript file could not be uploaded from the User Interface. 

SF-02323904 

ACM-114030 

The Guidance Panel was not available on the UI when a customer performed 
a review using Microsoft Internet Explorer. 

SF-02325621 

ACM-113669 

Proper authorization in code was not available for the missing tabs. 

SF-02194788 

ACM-112306 

Users tab took a long time to load. 

 
Attribute Sync 

 

Issue Description 

SF-02346145 

ACM-114255 

 Attribute Sync Requests were not tagged to users. 

 
Reports 

 

Issue Description 

SF-02330097 

ACM-114128 

A single column report exported by the customer in the .xlsx format did not 
function accurately 

 
Account Management 

 

Issue Description 

SF-02320419 

ACM-113583 

The Technical/Business Owner of an application was able to edit ‘App Roles’ 
and ‘Entitlements’ but not ‘Groups’. 

 

 

 



  

Authentication 

 

Issue Description 

SF-02313277 

ACM-113467 

Authentication sources are not in order on the login page. 

 
Security 

Issue Description 

SF-02306343 

ACM-113430 

SF-01820065 

ACM-111857 

Apache Tomcat Default files (error page, index page, and example JSP) and 
directories were removed to ensure that sensitive information about the 
servers is not disclosed. 

 

Database Management 

Issue Description 

SF-02279074 

ACM-113303 

Database collection failed with a ClassCastException during data re-
encryption as the system incorrectly expected the data type for the 
ADDITIONAL_CONFIG attribute to be a string although the actual data type is 
CLOB. 

 
Reviews 

Issue Description 

SF-02300054 

ACM-113211 

‘Set current filter as default for all users’ option did not function for users 
with a filter set. 

SF-02259813 

ACM-112645 

When 'User Access' and 'Segregation of Duties' rules were processed 
together, a second invocation of the review was generated from the same 
Violation Review definition even when one was in progress. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

Known Issues 

Description Workaround 

Any customization on the Rollover Files and Root 
Logger setting were not retained in the docker 
environment post upgrade to 7.5.2 P04. 

The customizations should be re-performed after 
the upgrade. 

Any customization on the Root Level Logger setting 
was not retained in wildfly and changed back to 
default post upgrade to 7.5.2 P04. 

The customizations should be re-performed after 
the upgrade. 

In Websphere/Weblogic, the log4j settings (Rolling 
file size, Quantity, and Root Logger level) were not 
retained after the user performed a version upgrade 
(from 7.5.2P03 to 7.5.2P04). 

Edit the newly formatted aveksa-log4j.properties 
and replace the default values with the earlier 
backup ones or change these values from the UI 
settings. 

G&L Workflow installation failed in the WebLogic 
server 12.2.1.2.0 version. 

 

To overcome the installation failure, upgrade 
WebLogic server to the following supported 
versions 

• WebLogic-12.2.1.3.0 

• WebLogic-12.2.1.4.0 

• WebLogic-14.1.1.0.0 

The ‘Add Resource’ option for the Supervisor node in 
the Workflow was partially visible.  

When the Workflow window is expanded, the 
pagination is displayed accurately. 

When an attempt to delete the rollback version of a 
workflow was made, the following exception was 
displayed: 

"A server exception has occurred on the message. 
Please see the server logs for details". 

There is no workaround for this issue, it will be 
fixed in upcoming releases. 

 
 

  



  

Platform Matrix 

The latest application server and JDK version have been certified for this release. 

 RSA Identity 
Governance and 
Lifecycle Software 
Bundle 

Software Only 
(SecurID G&L) 

Container 

WildFly 24.0.1 
Included 

Qualified n/a Qualified 

WebLogic 14.1.1.0 n/a Qualified n/a 

WebSphere 9.0.5.12 n/a Qualified n/a 

JDK Version Certified 

AdoptOpenJDK 
1.8.0_345 

Qualified n/a n/a 

Oracle JDK1.8.0_341 

(WebLogic) 

n/a Qualified n/a 

IBM JDK 1.8.0_331 

(WebSphere) 

n/a Qualified n/a 

AdoptOpenJDK 
11.0.8 

n/a n/a  Qualified 

 


